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Call Routing Based on Latency and Quality Heuristics
ABSTRACT
Currently, no effective mechanism exists for routing calls within a telephone network in a
manner that selects the ideal path (via telephone carriers) based on and in order to provide
highest audio quality. This disclosure describes techniques that utilize measured audio quality as
a primary metric in determining how to route a telephone call. Call quality data is obtained from
a series of automated telephone calls to multiple destinations through multiple carriers. The
automated calls that include predetermined tones. On the receiving end, a second automated
service listens to the tones and echoes them back. Round-trip time and tone distortion are
measured. Optimal route and carrier for a call can then be selected based on the carrier that
provides the best measured latency and audio quality to a set destination.
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BACKGROUND
Currently, no effective mechanism exists for routing calls within a telephone network in a
manner that selects the path (via telephone carriers) that provides the highest audio quality.
Attempts have been made to route voice calls using various proxies for audio quality, but they
have proven unsatisfactory. Current techniques to route calls use various measurable metrics that
are used as substitutes for actual audio quality. These include, for example:
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● Answer-to-seizure ratio: Monitor the number of seizures (attempted calls) and compare it to
the number of calls that are answered. An unanswered call is presumed a failure, indicative
of a quality or carrier outage issue. This approach fails because users don’t always answer
their phones; users have unpredictable call-answer expectations (unsolicited calls are
typically unanswered); users wander outside a service area; etc.
● Average call duration: Log the duration of all calls and sort by the destination telephone
carrier. If the average duration of calls to a given destination on one carrier is shorter than the
same destination through the other, assume that customers have disconnected due to poor
quality on the shorter-duration carrier. This approach fails because call disconnects can
happen for reasons unrelated to call quality; call lengths can vary depending on the caller and
who is being called; bad call quality doesn’t automatically mean the user will hang up (the
user may bear with bad call quality to avoid long queue delays or navigate voice response
systems).
● Post-dial delay: The time delay between the moment the calling party completes number
dialing and the moment they start to hear the ring-back (call ringing) tone is taken as a proxy
for call quality. This approach fails because the post-dial delay is an unreliable, secondary
quality factor, not an audio-quality metric. For example, services such as session initiation
protocol (SIP-AS) can induce post-dial delay without impacting audio quality. Telephone call
connection re-attempts occurring beyond another telephone carrier's demarcation
boundary/session-border controller (round-robin, etc.) or other switching equipment like a
B2BUA also impact post-dial delay, without impacting audio quality. Ringing is generated in
a few different variable ways depending on telephone carrier(s) involved and may be
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generated on the far end (terminating telephone carrier side) or locally depending on the
initial SIP messaging sequence, both of which alter post-dial delay readings.
● Traditional network quality metrics: Network-layer statistics such as ping, packet loss,
mean opinion score (MOS), etc., are taken as indicators of call quality. This approach fails
because quality issues revealed by ping, MOS, packet loss, etc., are infrequent between
leading telecom companies and the segment of the network to the aggregating carrier.
Instead, issues almost exclusively occur between the aggregating carrier and the local carriers
or at the local carrier, making anything below the application layer an unhelpful signal, and
rendering invisible any issues beyond the first network peering segment. Metrics such as
ping, packet loss, etc. can provide a false or misleading all-clear status. Latency metrics are
expected on the non-issue segment that the originating telephone carrier would be able to see.
Large enterprises and telephone companies are limited in the ways that they can route
telephone calls to a particular destination. Generally, they use a fixed static routing table that
either selects the best carrier by cost or by jurisdictional rules, with some limited failover lists in
place. Enterprises that utilize telephone calls for customer service, e.g., by placing outbound calls
from a call center, benefit from ensuring high audio quality to provide a satisfactory customer
experience.
DESCRIPTION
This disclosure describes techniques that utilize measured audio quality as a primary
metric in determining how to route a telephone call. Call quality data is obtained from a series of
automated telephone calls to multiple destinations through multiple carriers.
An automated service places a call by playing a series of predetermined tones into the
phone line. On the receiving end, a second automated service listens to the tones and echoes
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them back. The originating service measures the round trip response time of the tones it receives
and repeats the exercise several times. If any of the tones are missing, distorted, or significantly
delayed, it is indicative of an audio quality issue to a particular destination via that particular
telephone carrier. Alternatively, in the quality-determination part of the techniques, automated
calling can implement a POLQA or other scoring algorithm capable of grading the quality of a
call audio sample. Latency is inherently linked to audio quality, and ITU-T standard G.114 [1]
outlines maximum latency bounds for reasonable user call quality.
The telephone network is subject to frequent changes and carrier quality can vary by day
or even by hour to different destinations. This is due to telephone carriers handing calls off to
other, differing local carriers in order to deliver them to their final destination. No single
telephone carrier has a presence in all regions. Therefore, most carriers oftentimes rely on
multiple local carriers by which almost all audio quality issues occur. While large telephone
carrier A may deliver calls from the US to landline phones via small carrier B in Japan with great
audio quality on a particular day, it may be the least favorable combination and lowest quality
route on the next day.

Fig. 1: Call routing based on latency and quality metrics
As illustrated in Fig. 1, the call quality measurement and call routing as described herein
is dynamic. Automated calls are placed to poll the call quality for various routes (102). A
collection of quality metrics to various destination numbers is thus obtained (104). The telephone
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carrier used to terminate a call is determined based on this data (106). The source and destination
numbers in the data are sorted by their dial pattern and geography (108).
Based on trend analysis (110), an additional automated scheduling service reaches the
telephone carrier switching service when changes occur to alter production traffic source and
destination telephone routes (112) in a way that reflects the carrier yielding the highest audio
quality score at that given time. The outbound calls of a carrier to a particular area are thereby
routed via the preferred (highest quality) carrier route.

Fig. 2: Selecting carrier based on audio quality and/or latency
Fig. 2 illustrates selection of the carrier based on audio quality and/or latency. For a
certain source-destination pair, a running average of audio quality or latency is maintained. The
length of the running average can be a suitable time window, e.g., a few hours to several days.
Samples of audio quality or latency can be captured, e.g., every few minutes to every few hours.
Carrier A (blue) is seen to be inferior to carrier B (gray) until time-point T, at which time it
exceeds carrier B in audio quality or latency. Calls from the given source to the given destination
can be changed from carrier B to carrier A shortly after time-point T.
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The probe that measures audio quality and latency comprises multiple tones to better pair
transmitted and received tones, and to measure the frequency response of the channel. The
receiving end, which echoes the probe, can be a mobile device, a landline (e.g., on a primary rate
interface (PRI) standard), a VoIP device, or another device with a phone number. Latencies and
call qualities can be classified by receiver type (e.g., mobile, landline, etc.) to better tailor
source-destination routes. The measured latency is mouth-to-ear, e.g., round-trip time.
In addition to call routing based on measured call quality and latency, as described
herein, call routing can be based on one or more additional factors such as optimized cost,
jurisdictional restrictions, local access and transport area (LATA) routing, which keeps the call
on the carrier’s network as much as possible, etc. Entities can choose to weigh various factors
differently. For example, a free voice-calling service can assign a high weight to cost, while a
premium voice-calling service can optimize for measured audio quality and latency.
The automated techniques described herein provide end-to-end visibility into call quality.
The measurements enable dynamic, call-quality based, telephone call routing. The techniques are
usable by any business or telephone company that utilizes call audio quality as a primary
criterion for routing telephone calls. For example, an outbound call center (contact center) can
utilize the measurements to ensure high quality for outgoing calls placed by a business.
CONCLUSION
This disclosure describes techniques that utilize measured audio quality as a primary
metric in determining how to route a telephone call. Call quality data is obtained from a series of
automated telephone calls to multiple destinations through multiple carriers. The automated calls
that include predetermined tones. On the receiving end, a second automated service listens to the
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tones and echoes them back. Round-trip time and tone distortion are measured. Optimal route
and carrier for a call can then be selected based on the measured latency and audio quality.
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